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Research note

Debt Risk after the Reform: China’s Land-Backed
Municipal Bonds
Timna Michlmayr
Summary
Land-backed borrowing emerged as one of China’s major economic risks after the
accumulation of local-government debts and the implementation of the CNY 4
trillion fiscal stimulus package in 2008. Despite the introduction of far-reaching debt
reform and the reorganization of local-borrowing mechanisms in 2015, the era of
land-backed debt increases and the leveraging of public-land resources is not yet
over. As exemplified by the recent developments in China’s municipal-bond market,
new mechanisms for land-backed borrowing were introduced on a trial basis in
2017 under the novel debt-management regime. By critically evaluating the
introduction of land-backed municipal bonds, this paper sheds light on recent
developments in local-government borrowing in China that have not been discussed
in detail so far by the scholarship. My evaluation draws on an in-depth analysis of
central and local policy documents issued after 2008, a dataset on municipal bonds
issued after 2017, insights from preliminary field research trips, and secondary
literature on the topic. I argue that the introduction of land-backed bonds reflects an
attempt to strengthen the top-down control over local borrowing, with the leveraging
of land necessarily being upheld due to institutional constraints and path
dependency.
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Introduction
The Chinese government announced the first-ever issuance of local-government
bonds (difang zhengfu zhaiquan) for investments in land reserves in June 2017 and
for shanty-town renovations in April 2018. These new bonds were categorized as
“special project bonds” (shouyi zhuanxiang zhaiquan) 1 and issued on a trial basis,
forming part of the ongoing attempt to diversify China’s nascent municipal bond
market in order to regulate the financial behavior of local governments and curb
the rise of hidden debt. According to official regulations, both bonds are backed by
expectations of future gains in land value. 2
While the diversification of the municipal-bond market is a crucial component of
the Chinese government’s efforts to resolve debt risk in the national economy, the
collateralization of bonds through land-transfer income perpetuates what has
actually become one of the country’s greatest financial threats over the past
decade: the dependency of local-government debt on the land market (Lu and Sun
2013; Tsui 2011; Zhou and Tan 2017). Local governments would use income from
public land sales as the primary form of debt collateral in the period following
China’s CNY 4 trillion fiscal stimulus package of 2008, giving rise to far-reaching
economic risk, real-estate bubbles, and repayment difficulties, as the ability to
service debts hinged on volatile land- and real-estate prices (Collier 2017). Given
these risks, why then did the Chinese government introduce land-backed debt
mechanisms by design — especially within the framework of a pilot program
aimed at mitigating debt risk?
So far, not much has been said in the academic literature about these recently
issued special project bonds — and about their land-backed versions in particular.
Besides, the latest developments in land-backed project bonds are characterized by
astonishing ambiguity. While the issuance of “land-reserve bonds” (LRBs, tudi
chubei zhuanxiang zhaiquan) and “shanty-town-renovation bonds” (STRBs,
penghuqu gaizao zhuanxiang zhaiquan) would considerably increase compared to
other bond types after 2017, it was abruptly halted (albeit temporarily) by the State
Council in September 2019 (Central Government 2019b).
What is the nature and the background of land-backed municipal bonds under
China’s new debt-management system? Based on insights gained during research
carried out for my doctoral thesis, I will critically explore the background to and
1
2

According to the principle of special project bonds, investment projects funded through them are
repaid by the corresponding project incomes; further, stable repayment funds must be clarified in
advance.
On June 1, 2017, the Chinese Ministries of Finance (MOF) and of Land and Resources (MLR)
jointly announced the “Administrative Measures for Local Government Land Reserve Special
Bonds (Trial Implementation)” (Difang zhengfu tudi chubei zhuanxiang zhaiquan guanli banfa
(shixing)) (Ministry of Finance 2017; Ministry of Finance and Ministry of Land and Resources
2017). This was followed by a declaration on the issuance of bonds for shanty-town renovations by
the MOF and the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development on April 3, 2018 (Central
Government 2018; Ministry of Finance 2018).
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the functions of the land-backed municipal bonds that have recently appeared on
the scene. In doing so, I draw on my in-depth analysis of local- and centralgovernment documents related to local-government borrowing (2008–2020), data
on municipal-bond issuance (2015–2020), on secondary literature, and on insights
gained during field-research trips to various Chinese cities in October 2018 and
June 2019 respectively.
After providing an overview of the risks and the evolution of land-based localgovernment borrowing after 2008, which was when the practice first started to
flourish, I will then outline recent developments and the specific characteristics of
the different land-backed project bonds based on descriptive data analysis. In the
four sections of the paper that follow, I critically discuss the background to the
initiative by placing it in the context of institutional settings, strategic debtmanagement goals, land-market regulation, and monetary considerations. In the
conclusion, I briefly summarize my findings and provide a short outlook for the
future. I argue that the introduction of land-backed bonds mainly results from an
attempt to enhance top-down control over local-borrowing processes in China,
while the reliance on land therein must be upheld due to institutional constraints
and path dependency — a situation that impedes the central government’s ability to
manage debts effectively.

Development and risks of “land-backed borrowing”
The high reliance of local-government financing in China on the land market has
its institutional roots in the mid-1990s, when municipalities became increasingly
dependent on income from selling the commodity to real-estate developers to boost
local economies and compensate for insufficient tax revenue (Cao et al. 2008; He
et al. 2016; Zhou and Tan 2017). 3 As has been mentioned in numerous academic
articles by now, this gave rise to rural and urban social instability, concerns over
China’s food security, and to the forced expropriation of collectively owned
farmland (Cartier 2001; Hsing 2010). While under China’s public-ownership
system land was used as collateral for local-borrowing operations via half-public,
half-private investment companies called “local government financing vehicles”
(LGFVs) starting in the 1990s, its leveraging function only came extensively to the
fore after China’s CNY 4 trillion fiscal stimulus package was implemented in
2008. Despite the well-known risks of land mortgaging through LGFVs, the
sudden need for financing in the wake of the global financial crisis shifted land to
the center of investment strategies, allowing local governments to borrow against
the expected growth of its value in the future.

3

Through the introduction of the “tax-sharing system” (fenshuizhi) in 1994, taxes were reassigned
between central and local governments, taxation was recentralized, and 75 percent of value-added
tax was assigned to the central government (Wong 2000).
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“Land-backed borrowing” (tudi rongzi) enabled the state to finance the economic
stimulus, but produced unforeseen long-term risks to the Chinese economy and
unexpectedly high local-debt levels too. 4 In 2013, for example, more than 37.23
percent of all local debts were dependent on future income from land sales for
repayment (National Audit Office 2013). Since the ability of local governments to
service their debts increasingly hinged on volatile land prices, local governments
faced difficulties repaying both capital and interest in times of declining land prices
(Collier 2017; Lu and Sun 2013). Furthermore, the growing entrenchment of the
real-estate market in the shadow-banking sector has fueled concerns of real-estate
bubbles, land-price inflation, and systemic risks to the banking sector overall, since
shadow banks would help local governments artificially stimulate the land market
(Collier 2017; Tsui 2011; Zhang and Barnett 2014). According to official
statements, land-backed borrowing led to a great risk of “non-performing loans”
(buliang daikuan) by local governments (National Audit Office 2012); illegal land
mortgaging, meanwhile, produced “large debt risks and financial risks” (da zhaiwu
he jinrong fengxian) in the period after 2008 (Central Government 2011).
Due to the uncontrolled rise in local debts, 5 the growth of the shadow-banking
sector, and systemic threats to China’s overall banking system, the Xi Jinping
administration (under Finance Minister Lou Jiwei) announced a promising fiscalreform package in 2013 that reorganized the local-borrowing system at its core
(Wong 2018). The revision of China’s “Budget Law” (yusuan fa) officially
authorized local governments to autonomously issue debt in the form of municipal
bonds as a replacement for high-risk LGFV borrowing (State Council 2014). Since
2015, they have been allowed to issue a fixed amount of “general-obligation
bonds” (GOBs, yiban zhaiquan) and “special-revenue bonds” (SRBs, zhuanxiang
6
zhaiquan) each year, as controlled by the State Council (2014). Based on this
newly established framework, experimental trial projects for project-specific SRBs
have been underway since 2017, including the bond trials for land-reserve and
shanty-town-renovation projects mentioned in the introduction. In comparison to
GOBs, the proportion of SRBs issued has been on the increase ever since the
reform’s introduction. 7

4
5
6

7

In 2009 alone, local governments took on land mortgage loans worth CNY 774.9 billion, twice the
amount they had taken on the year before, while mortgaging 51,000 hectares of land too (Ministry
of Land and Resources 2010).
By 2013, local-government debts had risen to CNY 17.9 trillion (National Audit Office 2013).
GOBs are issued for projects without a fixed income and are to be repaid from tax revenue (State
Council 2014). SRBs, meanwhile, are issued to finance income-generating projects and are
guaranteed solely by expected project income, such as revenue from toll roads (State Council
2014).
In 2015 the limit for special debts was set at CNY 6.08 trillion, rising to CNY 14.52 trillion in
January 2020 (CEIC database). For general debts, the 2015 limit was already as high as CNY 9.9
trillion; similarly, it rose to CNY 14.28 trillion in 2020 (CEIC database).
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Project bonds on a land basis
Despite the far-reaching changes induced by the reorganization of local-borrowing
mechanisms, the introduction of municipal bonds has not halted the use of land in
local-government fundraising procedures. First and foremost, it is noteworthy that
apart from the two recent land-backed trial projects for SRBs, the latter have per se
become a new channel for the leveraging of land value through the reform
measures. As I have shown elsewhere, the majority — more than 87 percent — of
SRBs issued in the time period between the beginning of the reform in 2015 and
2017 were guaranteed by future land value, albeit under less detailed regulations
than the new bond trials, with greater room for obscurity, and without
predetermined rules for repayment (Michlmayr 2020). 8 As a tool for the
restructuring of debts, they provided local governments with the opportunity to
exchange old LGFV debts into cheaper bonds with lower interest rates, longer
terms of maturity, and land-sale revenue as collateral (Ministry of Finance 2015b;
State Council 2014).
Based on revenue bonds, LRBs and STRBs emerged as two new pilots for projectspecific SRBs after 2017 (Ministry of Finance 2018; Ministry of Finance and
Ministry of Land and Resources 2017). 9 Through the advancement of the SRB and
the diversification of the municipal-bond market, different project-specific bonds
have been introduced on a trial basis to standardize local-debt financing and to
better manage risks (Ministry of Finance 2017). 10 The new trial bonds are tied to
specific sources of collateral in advance, the latter determined by the expected
project revenue. In the case of LRBs and STRBs, this predetermined source of
collateral is the expected income from local governments’ future land sales.
To what extent do these experimental bonds rely on land? Available data provided
by the Wind Financial Terminal (WFT) suggest that the majority of all pilotproject bonds issued after 2018 are either LRBs or STRBs, meaning that the
majority are collateralized by land. 11 Between 2018 and 2020, 85.31 percent of all
project-specific SRBs were guaranteed by land-transfer revenue, amounting to
CNY 5.6 trillion in total (see Figure 1 below). Simultaneously, the issuance of
LRBs has picked up speed since 2017. Local governments issued such bonds worth

8

My study draws on the quantitative content analysis of bond-rating reports on 657 bond issuances
categorized in 202 bond bundles (pi). The bonds analyzed include newly issued bonds as well as
debts exchanged from LGFV-bonds.
9 In the beginning, the issuance of LRBs was limited to seven provincial-level governments,
including Beijing, Hebei, Tianjin, Henan, Shandong, Zhejiang, and Xiamen. Both trials were
extended to local governments across the country until 2019 (Central Government 2019a, 2019c).
10 Project-specific bonds include those for investments in toll roads, land reserves, shanty-town
renovations, and rural revitalization, each of them backed by expected project revenue.
11 The data on local bond issuance was downloaded from the WFT in March 2020 and include
issuances for the period from July 2017 to March 2020. The data covers both newly issued bonds
and debt exchanged from old LGFV bonds.
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CNY 0.64 in 2017, growing in value to CNY 1.62 trillion by 2019 (see Figure 2
below). 12
Figure 1. Distribution of project-specific bonds (January 2018–March 2020),
in percent

Source: Wind.

By comparison, local governments issued toll-road bonds (TRBs, shoufei gonglu
zhuanxiang zhaiquan) worth only CNY 0.65 trillion and rural-revitalization bonds
(RRBs, xiangcun zhenxing zhuanxiang zhaiquan) worth CNY 0.04 trillion in the
period from 2018 to 2020 (Wind). With a median interest rate of 3.78 percent for
LRBs and 3.56 percent for shanty-town-renovation-bonds provided in the data
from Wind, the bonds do indeed provide local governments with a cheaper
alternative to financing land development compared to their old high-interest
LGFV peers. The maturity of these bonds is comparatively short (it may not
exceed five years) in order to enable better control.

12 In 2018 STRBs worth CNY 0.79 trillion were issued, an amount which had risen to CNY 1.69
trillion by the following year (Wind).
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Figure 2. Growth of land-reserve bonds and shanty-town-renovation bonds
per year compared to toll-road bonds (July 2017–December 2019),
in CNY trillion

Source: Wind.

Due to the unexpected surplus of bond investments in land reserves and real estate,
the State Council temporarily ceased, as noted, the issuance of LRBs and STRBs in
September 2019 to encourage investment in other areas necessary to economic
growth instead (Central Government 2019b). This could indicate that China’s
central authorities are tightening their grip on real-estate financing due to the
associated financial risks, but at the same time it also shows how quickly the
issuance of municipal bonds can be halted when developments are unfavorable. In
any case, the available data demonstrate that despite the increasing diversification
of SRBs, a significant proportion still rely on future land value. Predominantly, it
can safely be assumed that the inclusion of land-backed municipal bonds in the
debt-management system is by no means coincidental.

Path dependency and institutional constraints
When analyzing local-government borrowing and debt management in China, the
importance of path dependency and institutional constraints cannot be sufficiently
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stressed. 13 State-led land leveraging, exemplified by the municipal-bond market,
not only goes back to the developments that followed the fiscal stimulus package
of 2008 but is deeply entrenched in China’s local both institutional and fiscal
structures too. I believe that this not only constrains the Chinese government’s
options for managing local borrowing but also necessitates reliance on public-landvalue appreciation in a period of economic risk.
China enacted far-reaching tax reform in 1994 that recentralized fiscal resources
while leaving the financial obligations for a majority of tasks with local
governments (Wong 2000), leading to the latter generating nearly half of their
revenue through land sales. 14 In order to run budgetary deficits despite the Budget
Law that had effectively cut them off from borrowing in 1994, various local
governments also established LGFVs that borrowed from banks on their behalf.
Since land is one of the most valuable assets that local governments have at their
disposal, their loans were mostly underwritten with the expected rise in related
prices set to be created by increasing urbanization (Breslin 2011; Wong 2011). Due
to the institutional complementarities between China’s fiscal and land institutions
(Rithmire 2017) and pro-growth incentives provided by the cadre-evaluation
system (He et al. 2016), a virtuous cycle was unleashed that aims at stimulating
local gross domestic product and generating revenue through land- and debt-based
infrastructure investments: through continual investment in public infrastructure
that drives the appreciation of nearby land parcels market demand is kept high,
land prices rise, and local governments are able to create revenue they can then use
to repay debts (Collier 2017; Zhou and Tan 2017). The higher the price of land
used as collateral, the more capital it is possible to raise.
This self-reinforcing process necessitates both land sales and debt in order to keep
the system running. On the premise of a beneficial relationship between infrastructure investments, borrowing, and land value, the fiscal stimulus package of
2008 — marking a critical juncture for local borrowing — released massive
amounts of money into the Chinese economy and transformed the virtuous cycle
into a vicious one. It has since proven difficult to break: as the solvency of local
governments has started to hinge on ever-growing land prices, they have
increasingly been incentivized to inflate the property market and acquire money
from shadow banks. As long as the current fiscal institutions that tie local revenue
to the land market persist, China’s local governments are unlikely to voluntarily
shift away from land-backed borrowing and excessive land sales. This reality
would, to my surprise, be clearly reflected in many of the interviews I conducted
with former LGFV managers and personnel at land-reserve centers (LRCs) during
my preliminary field-research visits to different Chinese cities. I was frequently
13 For theoretical elaborations of path-dependent processes, see for example: Capoccia and Kelemen
(2011); Pierson (2000).
14 On average, the proceeds from land sales amounted to 40.5 percent of local-government income
between 2001 and 2008 (Collier 2017: 27).
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told that as long as there is land to sell, there is no Chinese debt crisis; besides,
what else should local governments in China sell if not land?
The implications of this path-dependent necessity to sell land to service debts go
far beyond the local perspective. As Tsui has indicated, China’s municipal
governments have engaged in a “‘land-infrastructure-leverage’ strategy of urban
development” (2011: 688) that will lock China into an investment-driven modus
operandi for the foreseeable future. A collapsing property bubble and large-scale
defaulting on local debt could pose systemic risks to the entire banking sector, and
a fiscal crisis that causes property values to collapse would be detrimental to
China’s financial stability as a whole (Collier 2017: 155). Moreover, China’s
unmarketed land resources are one of the biggest assets on the country’s balance
sheet (Collier 2017: 155) — and so, despite their natural limitations, the realization
of their value becomes particularly important in conjunction with rising debt levels.
Consequently, land-price stability — if not land-price gains — is/are necessarily in
the interest of both local and central government.
As Breslin (2011: 193) has noted, it is not impossible for China’s financial
managers to square this circle. Nevertheless, the transition from economic
expansion to retraction may be difficult to achieve if the investment-driven pattern
of growth persists. In a period of slowing growth rates and economic restructuring,
outcomes that would have been suboptimal at an earlier point in time may have
now become feasible in the current environment.

Top-down control
Based on the institutional nexus described above, it can be reasonably assumed that
debt reform and the introduction of a municipal-bond market were not targeted at
terminating the state-led leveraging of land resources. Rather than constituting farreaching institutional change, the bonds were aimed at regaining control over
disguised local-borrowing practices and shadow banking, at enhancing
transparency, and at cutting local-borrowing costs. There are, further, implications
here regarding the strengthening of control over the extent of land mortgaging too.
According to the regulations circulated in the far-reaching “Document No. 43” on
local-debt management, LGFVs have been prohibited from raising debt in the
name of local governments since 2015. The only entity eligible to borrow is thus
the provincial-level local government itself, namely through the issuance of
municipal bonds (State Council 2014). Above all, borrowing conditions were
renewed to the benefit of local governments and their financing vehicles (lower
interest rates and longer maturity dates). As part of setting up a new borrowing
scheme and in order to diminish risks, parts of old LGFV bonds could simply be
exchanged for cheaper municipal ones (Ministry of Finance 2015a). Since LGFV
debts were highly reliant on land, the new municipal-bond versions automatically
hinged on that commodity too (Michlmayr 2020).
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Based on the first two years of experience, the gradual diversification of the
municipal-bond market further develops the established framework for local
borrowing under top-down control. According to a report published by the central
government, project-specific bonds shall focus on advancing supply-side structural
reforms and on resolving local-debt risks, with a main goal of the pilot issuance
being the strengthening of information disclosure on bonds and increasing
transparency in the rating process to help investors better evaluate the risks
involved (Central Government 2017). More specifically, the pilot bonds shall
achieve a better balance between project revenue and financing, help better clarify
the source of debt repayment, and serve to generate stable cash flow, curb illegal
financing guarantees, and establish reasonable financing in key areas (Central
Government 2017). In any case the specialization of bond types enables improved
monitoring, while the use of land collateral has again remained untouched.
Looking at the management of land mortgaging in detail, it can be ascertained that
the legal framework for land-backed debt would also be limited and increasingly
tightly controlled in the years prior to the reform. In essence, the responsibility for
borrowing based on public-land-reserve assets was shifted to local governments
and their registered LRCs in 2012 (Central Government 2012). 15 LGFVs have been
increasingly decoupled from the process, and local land resources can no longer
officially be transferred to such companies free of charge. By issuing land-backed
municipal bonds, the authority to leverage publicly owned land has largely been
reallocated to local governments. It must be noted, however, that despite the
introduction of municipal bonds, LGFVs have illegally continued to issue debt on
behalf of local governments, while the latter have found devious ways to share
their land resources with these companies at no cost (Huang and Du 2018).
Along with the introduction of various SRBs and the pilot programs, some
structural changes enabling better supervision of land-transfer revenues have made
their way to local budgetary environments too. Local “government-managed
funds” (GMFs), which regulate all revenue and expenditure related to land
transfers, have been closely integrated with the issuance of SRBs (Ministry of
Finance 2015b), while the management and monitoring of GMF assets has been
declared a major goal (Central Government 2017). Last but not least, the sudden
halt in the issuance of LRBs and STRBs in September 2019 also had a beneficial
effect for municipal bonds compared to uncontrollable LGFV debts, namely by
increasing risk control.

15 The free transfer of land use rights to LGFVs was terminated and land sale revenue from reserve
land could no longer be legally used as a basis for debt repayment (Ministry of Land and Resources
2012).
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Not a recent innovation: Land-market regulation through land
reserves
In addition to debt-risk control, a core significance of the two types of land-backed
project bonds — LRBs and STRBs — lies in their function for the regulation of
China’s land market through the institutional configuration of the land-reserve
system (tudi chubei zhidu).
Since the mid-1990s China’s land-reserve system has been set up to enable
efficient control over divergent local land markets and has become an integral part
of the overall land-market system. LRCs were established in various localities in
order to maintain sufficient supply of construction land, increase land supply when
needed to regulate related prices, and to promote efficient land use (Cao 2015:
205). To safeguard financing for land-reserve work — which includes the
acquisition (and expropriation), maintenance, and management of urbanconstruction land according to plan 16 — local governments have been authorized to
take on land-mortgage loans (tudi diya daikuan) since 2007 (Central Government
2007). Due to the rise in debt and frequent misuse of land-reserve funds through
LGFVs after 2008, land-reserve financing has become a central risk factor that is
beyond formal control, and the streamlining of the land-reserve system became a
major part of top-down debt management (Central Government 2012; Ministry of
Land and Resources 2012). When the land-reserve system fails to work properly
and the LRCs are unable to supply land on time due to debt or a lack of funds,
efficient macroeconomic control and land-price stability are endangered.
As a result local governments were finally prohibited from issuing bank loans for
land-reserve work in 2016 (Ministry of Finance 2016), but the loans were then
directly replaced by land-reserve-project bonds in the following year (Ministry of
Finance and Ministry of Land and Resources 2017). Rather than innovating from
scratch, LRBs represent a new version of these loans and are hence part of the
institutional setting relevant to China’s overall land-market system. Especially
under aggravating circumstances such as declining transferrable land resources and
the constant dependency of debts on land sales, efficient land-reserve work is of
pivotal importance. So far, according to data published by the MLR, revenue raised
via LRBs is only slightly lower than what was raised by loans before. 17
Although shanty-town improvements are not an official element of land-reserve
work, procedures such as the acquisition and demolition of shanty towns and
primary land development are closely connected to it regardless (He 2013).
Furthermore, these projects are of benefit by freeing up urban land that can be
added to the reserves. In the past, shanty-town-renovation projects were therefore
16 Registered land-reserve and land-supply plans are issued by local LRCs, being reported to higherlevel governments.
17 While in 2014 local governments took on land-mortgage loans worth CNY 1.75 trillion (Ministry
of Land and Resources 2015), in 2017 (starting from July) they issued LRBs worth CNY 1.63
trillion (Wind).
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often funded by land-transfer revenues, additional financial appropriations from the
government, and by land-mortgage loans. Since this has led to debt-repayment
risks, these projects are now also financed through the bond market too (Central
Government 2018).

Monetary considerations
Apart from the narrower discussion of China’s municipal-bond market, landbacked borrowing is also linked to monetary-stability considerations. So far, this
research field has received very little attention. Large-scale empirical studies have
not yet been carried out, and much is still in the dark.
As theoretically indicated by Wu (2019), the mortgaging of land through LGFVs
can be seen as a justification for credit expansion in the Chinese economy, and
various tools such as LRCs, land-mortgage loans, and bonds issued by LGFVs are
financial channels enabling the expansion of credit. This perception is similar to
the idea proposed by Zhou (2011), who sees China’s land-financing model as
being at the core of the country’s macroeconomic system and as a crucial
component of “money creation” (huobi chuangzao) through the Chinese banking
apparatus. In a more extreme fashion, Zhao (2014) argues that “land finance” has
enabled the overissuance of currency. Assuming only some of the existing
assessments hold true, land-based financing and land-backed borrowing in China
could be closely interrelated with monetary developments and the upholding of
monetary value. The leveraging of public land could thus be entrenched in
institutional structures that go far beyond the solvency and the indebtedness of
local governments.
However, convincing empirical studies on the nexus between monetary stability
and China’s land-based financing operations, as well as comprehensive related
theoretical explanations, are still lacking. A number of contradictions exist too. As
my doctoral research deals with this relationship in detail, I will hopefully be able
to shed more light on the topic in the near future. In consideration of the insights I
have gained so far, it is difficult to imagine that a system-relevant institutional
fabric such as land-backed borrowing could be easily nullified without far-reaching
consequences for the Chinese economy.

Conclusion, and future bond prospects
In light of this analysis, I conclude that the perpetuation of a land-centered
borrowing strategy in the institutional guise of municipal bonds mainly evolved as
a path-dependent necessity in an attempt to better control local-borrowing
practices. The creation of specialized bonds for land-backed investments in shantytown renovations, land-reserve work, or public-infrastructure projects is,
essentially, a replacement for the formerly issued land-mortgage loans that led to
high financial risks after 2008. Rather than abandoning the practice, the Chinese
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government has opted for a more controlled use of land as collateral in official
local-government borrowing practices.
As a result, what has emerged as a new element in the development of China’s
municipal-bond market is what I refer to as “state-led land leveraging under topdown control.” At the same time, it has become increasingly obvious that the
establishment of a sustainable municipal-bond market without reliance on land
value would require far-reaching fiscal reforms. To terminate the exploitation of
China’s transferrable land resources for financial gain, local governments would, in
the first place, need to have a higher share of tax revenue at their disposal. If my
early assumptions on monetary relationships are indeed correct, any far-reaching
fiscal reform would then also require changes to the banking system and the
governance of monetary stability.
In the long run, municipal bonds might lead to more transparent borrowing and
more controlled investments. Particularly the issuance of SRBs could be used as an
incentive to invest in specific areas and to support countercyclical adjustments,
something that the central government has already started to focus on under the
leadership of Xi. In theory, SRBs might also enable the state to better control
revenue and expenditure regarding China’s land-transfer funds, as their
introduction has been accompanied by the growing regulation of local GMFs.
As for now, the structure of the municipal-bond market still faces various obstacles
and barriers. The debts issued officially via municipal bonds only constitute a
small fraction of all debt issued by LGFVs, shadow banks, and local governments
together, and are thus highly likely only the tip of the iceberg. What is more, the
current volume of issued bonds has been stated as being far below what local
governments would require to fully replace off-budget borrowing. Investor interest
may remain limited for the time being due to artificially low interest rates; since
land-development projects often do not generate stable revenue, it is likely that
cash-flow problems will continue to exist too. In the future, it remains to be seen
how long the Chinese government will be willing to stick to a controversial, highrisk financing model based on dwindling land resources — or, even more
interesting besides, how long it will need to do so in fact.
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